2002 jaguar x-type

The X-Type was developed during the period when Jaguar was owned by Ford as a division of
its Premier Automotive Group PAG â€” and marked Jaguar's entry into the critical compact
executive segment. The programme aimed to double the marque's worldwide sales â€”
requiring expansion of engineering resources, factory capacity, marketing capability, sales
support and service. With annual projections of , sales, the X-Type recorded a production of ,
over its eight year manufacturing run. Instead, the X-type used a modified version of the
front-drive Ford CD platform shared with the contemporary Ford Mondeo â€” with the addition
of all-wheel drive marketed as Jaguar Traction or Jaguar Traction 4 and handling and steering
engineered to minimise front-wheel drive torque-steer. The four door saloon launched in , and
the five door estate followed in January , with production of both ending in July Engines
included either of two V6 petrol engines: 2. In , an entry level 2. All three engines were available
with either five- speed automatic or five speed manual gearboxes. The X-Type grille was slightly
modified for both the and model years. The base petrol engine derived from the 2. Eventually,
the X-Type would become available with front-wheel drive and 2. The X-Type was initially
offered as all-wheel drive only and mated to a 2. One notable addition to AJ-V6 engine design is
the use of variable valve timing. The X-Type's petrol engine is also set apart by the use of SFI
fuel injection, four valves per cylinder and featured fracture split forged powder metal
connecting rods, plus a one piece cast camshaft, and has direct acting mechanical bucket
DAMB tappets. The six speed automatic transmission supplied on the later 2. The estate adds a
watt premium Alpine sound system, wood-and-leather steering wheel, way power adjustable
seats for driver and front-seat passenger, electrochromic mirrors inside and out, rain-sensing
windshield wipers, a programmable garage-door opener, message centre and trip computer,
Reverse Park Control, and inch alloy wheels. The estate was the first Jaguar model designed by
Ian Callum. From its saloon counterpart, the design revised tooled parts and 58 stampings for
all components rearward of the windscreen, adding pounds. The design used a tailgate with
independently-opening, strut-supported rear window, [10] operable by key fob or dashboard
located switch; roof-mounted luggage rails in chrome or black; interior luggage tie-downs;
removable luggage cover; cargo net and a cargo compartment under the rear floor with a volt
power outlet and below that, storage for a full-size spare tyre. The X-Type facelift debuted at the
Canary Wharf Motorexpo [11] and went on sale internationally during , with United Kingdom
sales from March. The facelift featured revised front and rear fascias, new door mirrors with
integrated turn indicator repeaters, the choice of a 2. The range continued to offer the 2. In some
European markets, the petrol engines were no longer marketed. In , the Spirit limited model
based on the 2. In November , managing director Jonathan Browning said Jaguar's objective
was to achieve annual sales of , with the car, partly by taking market share from established
German rivals and partly by expanding the market segment in Jaguar's key markets. The X-Type
was Jaguar's best selling model during almost all its production run, [21] but sales did not meet
projections, peaking at 50, in The X-Type's sharing of a modified Ford Mondeo platform shared
with the Land Rover Freelander , a small offroader which was also produced at Halewood [22]
wasn't well received by Jaguar "purists. Initially, the X-Type was only available with six cylinder
petrol engines, coupled to an all-wheel drive system, [25] resulting in poor fuel economy, while
its key German rivals, the BMW 3 Series, Audi A4 and Mercedes C-Class were sold
predominantly in two wheel drive form, with four cylinder petrol or diesel engines, a critical
offering in the economy conscious European market. A four cylinder diesel option only
available with front wheel drive was not offered in the X-Type until two years after its launch. In
two episodes, he demonstrated its capabilities in the snow, declaring that it "laughs in the face
of the weatherman, the police and the AA, with their advice to stay at home". Other car
magazine and website reviews were largely positive for the X-Type, especially during its
introduction. A black X-Type was heavily used in series one, episode one of the Canadian
television series Orphan Black. The project, codenamed X , was set to be launched in From
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keep you safe. He called me sometime in the evening on a Tuesday and he answered all of the
questions I had. He was polite and basically told me all the info I needed and even more. I forgot
his name but he was dope asl on jah. It was easy and good. I did it all by phone and email with
eyes on help fr om my wife and son. I am very happy to now own this Rare Classic. Excellent
experience car was better than described. Ibrahim was very professional would definitely
recommend to my family and friends!! Thank you to Abe Motors for a smooth and effortless
transaction! Great communication and coordination from Houston to San Antonio! Highly
recommend this dealer and thank you to Car Gurus for putting us together. The dealer
contacted me promptly after I messaged him through CarGurus. I test drove the car, and a few
days later he allowed me to borrow it for a whole day for a local mechanic to do a pre-purchase
inspection. The vehicle checked out very nicely. I made an offer under the asking price and the
process was of making the purchase was fast and friendly. All in all, a great experience.
Friendly didn't try to sell. Felt comfortable with all the contacts. One of the best lot experiences I
have ever had. Great low miles cars at reasonable prices. Will make you happy you went. Sales
representative are very helpful. We will recommend them to our friends and family. This was the
sorest experience that I've ever had buying a car they were very rude and acted like they didn't
care about the customer and they wouldn't take the posts off that had already been sold I think
they're trying to draw on customers or something anyway how to recommend buying from
somebody else other than these Jokers and all I can do is just hope they have a better day. I
love their lot. They have different variety of autos to buy. I will use them again. I highly
recommend them. Great customer service replied to me quick and answered all my questions
and they have good prices and clean vehicles. Professional dealership, no hard sell,
recommend to visit APX for your next vehicle. Friendly, and very helpful! Made the process
relatively painless. Got me a lower interest rate than I could find! Very professional, quick and
easy. Car sold that i was interested in, but good thing is their inventory is more than sufficient
for my next pick. Ask for Jack at APX, he has been great. I took off work and drove an hour to
see the car just to find out the air conditioner doesn't work. They never mentioned that when I
contacted them. You all have been helpful, I thought I found something,but I haven't yet still
looking so show me more. Horrible experience! Once they finally located the keys, I was
informed that some had already put a refundable deposit down on the truck. A great vehicle and
MOE the Sales agent did a nice job cleaning up my vehicle and processing all the paperwork.
Not really a dealer so to speak - no salesmen, they just hand you the keys and say take it for a
drive. Cars were not clean let alone detailed - they really were looking for a cash sake as
opposed to helping with financing. I was very uncomfortable there -. Good communication with
Farhan G. Lately it's hard to get a dialogue between customer and company. Farhan did a good
job. The people at Direct Auto Outlet were prompt, polite and helpful. I greatly appreciated the
direct open and honest communications that spanned several weeks. I have Test-driven several
vehicles from the lot, as it is close to my home. The sales staff is very down-to-earth and
helpful. Great experience, excellent customer service, courteous and professional, quick
response. I would definitely purchase another vehicle here, I did buy this Sequoia. We
purchased this car from autopik, The car was just as advertised, no surprises Paperwork was
painless , they did everything they said they would. Called dealer I was told car was sold already
but car is still listed on CarGurus. Dealer never responded to site email, you have to call. Car we
looked at had issues despite having a clean carfax. Back axle was making the tires stick out an
inch on one side and it was pushed in on the other side. Car had no back speakers or spare tire
and jack. Car was also burning oil and had a noticeable oil leak. This new entry-level offering
from Jaguar debuted in , showcasing the union between Ford and its new subsidiary. The
X-Type is relatively compact compared to the flagship XJ sedan, with which its shares many
design elements. It is also the most affordable Jaguar ever, in real dollars. Jaguar also hopes to

meet the needs of a larger group of prospective buyers, with its first ever all-wheel drive car. A
multitude of engine options were available on models produced for Europe, including a diesel,
but the U. The base model is equipped with a 2. The X-Type is surprisingly light for a Jag, at just
pounds, and that power supply is sufficient for a respectable 0 to 60 mph mark of 7. Also
available is a 3. The 0 to 60 time drops to 7. A five-speed manual transmission comes standard
with with the 2. Both models could be described as Jaguar-esque with respect to standard
features, but Ford's influence is very evident both inside and out. Standard equipment includes
keyless entry, an anti-theft system, steering wheel audio controls, full power accessories,
heated mirrors, wood trim, leather upholstery, automatic climate control and a leather-trimmed
steering wheel and shift knob. Some components are obvious Ford products, but many
reviewers still attest to an overall upscale feel. However, a Jag enthusiast would quickly be able
to distinguish the X-Type from the more upscale offerings. Many luxury options are available,
but the overall cost is heavily impacted by their inclusion. The X-Type also earns solid marks for
handling and driveability, and was set apart as the only Jaguar with AWD and a manual
transmission in We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Valerie.
CarGurus Pay. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. I
bought my jaguar a year ago used from a hometown dealer. The car only had one previous
owner and was bought with 78k miles. The car was such a beauty. I'm writing this review to help
anyone anyway i can. Okay, I was looking for AWD for the snow conditions we live in. Subaru,
Honda, k miles 15 grand plus. I found a Jaguar AWD with 29k miles! Got about 25 mpg fwy, and
19 mountain roads. I never expected to get an older vehicle that is like new!!! I have owned my
jaguar x-type sport, lowered, 3. I have never been let down once with this car even with k miles,
although other reviewers will say different. The only trick with this car is that it doesn't like to be
abused. If you keep everything maintained via recommendations on forums and not the
dealership, everything will continue to run smoothly. My X-Type has treated me very well; power
and handling are always there when I need it. On the road, I'm confidant of the ability to pass
someone even if they try to accelerate to close the gap. Sitting in this car, you really feel at one
with the machine as the seat wraps around your body reassuringly, connecting you with the
road as the roar of the engine actually sounds like the primal growl of a wild, angry jaguar. The
steering wheel allows you to feel your way without becoming disconnected from the road as
you do with many luxury cars. We have to remember, to judge this car in the same class as

other high-end cars would be unfair. This is an entry level car delivering above par results.
Those of you who had a automatic transmission swap out of warranty had two options, buy a
new tranny or a rebuilt unit. Afterward I looked into the issue and found the rebuilt have
enhancements and internal fixes the brand-new ones lack. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. More about the X-Type. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
X-Type model: All X-Type models 2. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Items per page:. Write a review See all X-Types for sale. Sponsored cars related to the X-Type.
Sign Up. Times are tough in the auto business. Companies everywhere are looking for ways to
gain market share. But for Jaguar, a sport-ute just wasn't an option-it simply wouldn't be proper.
So the Ford-owned British marque decided to try another approach: Go down-market and
produce a less expensive vehicle. It was thought that sales volumes in the U. But building a new
car from scratch is hugely expensive, so Jaguar turned to its parent for a platform to start with,
and the Ford Mondeo formerly Contour was chosen. Trouble is, the Mondeo uses a
front-wheel-drive layout, whereas Jaguars have always routed power aft. Hence, a
four-wheel-drive system was adopted, with a mechanical center differential that sends 60
percent of the power to the rear wheels until things get slippery and then a viscous limited-slip
device diverts power to the axle with the surest grip. Jaguar sold 33, X-types in , which turned
out to be more than half of Jaguar's 61, total sales that year in this country. Sales in haven't
been as strong, but it looks as though the X-type will still account for more than 50 percent of
Jag's volume here. We couldn't decide what to make of the new cat, but it boiled down to this:
Its level of luxury didn't make up for its lack of sportiness. Maybe more time with the car was
called for. So in February , an X-type appeared at our door. It came with a 3. The X-type has
good prowess as a highway cruiser. It has plenty of power for passing, a smooth ride, and
stable handling. The four-wheel-drive system enhances the X-type's steering feel, and adding a
set of snow tires see Baubles and Bolt-Ons makes it damn near blizzard-proof in the winter. But
soon there were niggling complaints, reminding us of a time not that long ago when Jaguars
seemed always to be riddled with little aggravating problems. With less than miles on the odo,
the driver's seat came slightly loose at the bolt-on points, rocking back and forth in maybe a
half-inch arc as the car stopped and accelerated. Talk about annoying. Everyone complained
about the abrupt clutch engagement and the rubbery feel of the gearshift. Driving the car
smoothly became real work. Another annoyance was the LCD touch-screen display that
controls the climate, radio, and navigation functions. The screen was positioned so low on the
dash that most drivers had to take their eyes off the road for an unnervingly long time to make
an adjustment. Service stops are scheduled at 10,mile intervals, with an oil-and-filter change at
every stop, along with the usual host of inspections. For that grand base price, Jaguar picks up
the service costs over the first 40, miles. At our first stop, the dealer did the routine service and
ordered parts to fix the loose seat and the left-side mirror, the cover of which had fallen off a
few hundred miles earlier. It should be noted that the wobbly driver's seat and the missing
mirror cover didn't damage the Jaguar's popularity as much as the fact that it took the dealer
two months to acquire the replacement parts. While we waited, our X-type developed a couple
more maladies. The warning light telling us to service the engine came on several times for no
apparent reason, and the fuel-filler-door latch was somehow broken. The deep-green X-type did
so many cross-country runs that the second service, at 20, miles, came up fast and included a
new cabin air filter. The dealer replaced the plastic defogging grilles on the top of the dash and
the check valves for the windshield-washer jets. The grilles had warped and were popping out
of place, and the washer jets were leaking cleaning agents onto the hood. The 30,mile service
also included an engine-air-filter change. We had to make an unscheduled visit to the dealer at
38, miles when the driver-side headlight burned out. The rearview mirror had come loose and
begun flopping about, and the driver-side headlight-washer-jet cover and the center caps on the
rear wheels had fallen off. Everything was replaced under warranty. At 41, miles, a few days
before the last scheduled service, the X-type's sunroof refused to close fully. After a half-hour
of pulling and prodding, we got it shut. The dealer discovered the electric motor was faulty and
the panel had veered off its tracks. The motor was replaced and the tracks realigned. The PCV
valve was also replaced, and the restraint control module was reprogrammed under a factory
recall. As usual, we put our long-term car through performance tests at the beginning and end
of its 40,mile stay. The X-type's 0-to time improved from 7. Our fuel economy averaged 23 mpg
over mostly freeway miles. After 13 months, it's clear the X-type has many traditional Jaguar
virtues: elegant styling; good power; and a smooth, comfortable, quiet ride. But it also has a few
vices: a relatively cramped interior for a luxury car, quirky ergonomics, and some minor but
annoying glitches. If it had fewer vices--and we recommend vetoing the expensive nav system,
with its irksome touch screen--our X-type would have been a better deal. I kept having to
remove my sunglasses to read the nav map on a sunny day. Now, what good is that? Why does

the screen keep flashing back to that message "Low Outside Temperature"! Sheesh, it's going
to be a long winter. Wonder whatever happened to the strong smell of leather that always came
with a Jaguar. TIRES: Although the X-type came to us on Continental ContiTouringContact
all-season radials, we decided to see if we could maximize the benefits of its all-wheel-drive
system during winter with a set of snow tires. The Winter Sport M2 tires have a directional tread
design that's supposed to improve traction on wet roads, plus lateral zigzag sipes and
independent tread blocks to better deal with snow. The tires abetted the all-wheel drive and
aggressive traction control to provide remarkable grip in snow and ice, allowing one editor to
maintain steady progress when he was caught in a murderous snowstorm between Indianapolis
and Michigan. Dry-road handling on our H-rated mph tires was also very good, yet the knobby
tires were quiet when cruising on the highway. We would definitely recommend these tires for
X-type owners confronted with freezing winters. From the front and back there is a clear
resemblance to the larger and very elegant XJ8. We are also big fans of the more aggressive
look of the supercharged R-series models with their stainless-steel mesh grilles. We decided an
XJRlike scowl might make our X-type more sporty-looking, so we sent off an order to Terry's
Jaguar Parts ; The parts come from Paramount Performance in England, and they're indeed
expensive because they're made from quality materials. Installing the upper grille involved
taking out four screws and sliding the OEM grille out and simply sliding in the new one. The
whole operation took less than five minutes. Swapping the lower grille took more time because
it involved removing the splash shield and front bumper and drilling new holes in the bumper.
Altogether, we spent about three hours on the conversion, but it gave the X-type the sharp
R-series appearance we were looking for. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of This content is created and maintained by a third
party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able
to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. For , Jaguar has set its sights on a consumer that's younger and more
mainstream that any it's ever targeted before. With the rollout of its all-new X-Type model line,
the manufacturer drops prices, ups handling and throws in a manual tranny -- all, no doubt, in
an effort to woo the entry-luxury demographic currently tossing pennies in the direction of
Teutonic titans such as Audi and BMW. X-Type buyers get a choice of two engines. There's a 2.
There's also a 3. We had the chance to drive the 3. The X-Type expands Jaguar's range of cars
in a few noteworthy directions. First of all, it's the first Jaguar vehicle to boast an all-wheel-drive
system. Called Traction 4, this system is somewhat similar to Audi's quattro, with 40 percent of
the power sent to the front wheels and the remaining 60 percent directed toward the rear.
Traction 4's rear-biased torque gives the X-Type a sporty feel; in most situations, we found that
the sedan handled like a muscular rear-driver, with none of the wallow found in some of
Jaguar's larger sedans. The X-Type is also the only Jaguar currently available with a manual
tranny standard in the 2. Finally, the X-Type adds a new dimension of affordability to the Jaguar
lineup. Looks-wise, this new Jaguar is smooth and sleek, with rounded quad headlights, a
Jaguar leaper hood ornament and a discreet chrome grille proclaiming its heritage. The X-Type
doesn't have the singular glamour of some of its pricier siblings in the Jaguar family, though;
from certain angles, it's disappointingly reminiscent of a Ford Taurus. Inside, the cabin design
is more bare-bones than Jaguar's ultra-swank norm, with a notable reduction in the
wood-and-leather quotient. Loads of options are available for those seeking to append a little
something extra to their X-Type. When it comes to entry-luxury vehicles, the cream of the crop
has long been Teutonic, with BMW's 3 Series reigning as the class' current sales king. While the
X-Type lacks the distinctive styling of some of its competitors, its performance and handling
make it clear that this is a vehicle that's got what it takes to give the Germans a run for their
money. On the eve of the introduction of its most important model in more than 30 years,
Jaguar commissioned an updated version of The Jaguar File , a book by Eric Dymock that
details each and every Jaguar created since the company's origin. The page book includes
photographs of everything Sir William Lyons built, from the very first Swallow motorcycle
sidecar to this latest example of his company's handiwork, the X-Type. There are well over
photographs of cars; some fast, some slow, others quirky. But there's not an ugly one in the
bunch. Why, then, do so many expect so little from the new X-Type, Jaguar's first attempt at a
mass-market car since its takeover by Ford? Do critics think it is any less a Jaguar, just
because its price tag won't bankrupt small nations? Or is it because the X-Type is built on a
Ford platform, sharing parts with Europe's Mondeo called the Contour in the short time it was
available in North America? Sharing development costs, though, is nothing new to Jaguar.
Heck, the entire British motoring industry was built on incestuous interdependence. The
company's most recent new model, the S-Type, shares much of its running gear with the

Lincoln LS. And for those "purists" who still grouse at the Ford association, it's worth noting
that Jaguar's first automotive efforts were nothing more than coach-built bodies atop other
people's cars. According to Simon Sproule, vice-president of public affairs for Jaguar Cars
North America, the S shares 40 percent of its parts with the Lincoln while less than 20 percent
of the X-Type's parts come from the Mondeo. Apart from the platform, some suspension bits,
the engine block and the gearbox, the X-Type's engineering is pure Jaguar. And that's not an
expertise to be taken lightly. The result is that the X-Type's top-of-the-line 3. Even the smaller 2.
This gives the smaller engine about equal performance to the BMW i and stouter acceleration
than the Mercedes C It's a willing little performer, even if, like its competitors, it needs to be
revved hard to motivate the 3,pound X-Type seriously. It's also fairly smooth, though it lacks the
silkiness of the BMW's inline six in this regard. Like its Teutonic competitors, the Jag offers a
five-speed manual as standard equipment to let the smaller engine breathe. An automatic is
optional. Like the 2. Boasting horsepower, the 3. Jaguar claims the X-Type 3. Mercedes says the
rear-wheel-drive C sedan requires 6. Colin Tivey, vehicle program manager for the X-Type, says
that the Jaguar's advantage comes from its variable valve timing mechanism. And in a complete
reversal of most internal combustion engines, the larger version is actually smoother than its
baby brother and should compare favorably with BMW's hitherto peerless inline six. If the
X-Type's straight-line performance is a surprise, then its handling is a complete shock. Ditched
is the floaty ride traditional in big Jags. In its stead is the tight, athletic grace of a German
touring sedan. According to Mike Cross, the X-Type's head of vehicle dynamics, this dramatic
departure from tradition is a deliberate attempt to woo a younger clientele. A full-time system
akin to Audi's quattro, Traction 4 transfers 40 percent of the power to the front wheels with the
remaining 60 percent propelling the rear. It proves an ideal combination. The rear-biased torque
split reinforces the sporting nature of the new Jag. In fact, in most situations, it feels just like a
rear-driver. The steering is light and precise with but a little of the understeer that usually spoils
an AWD vehicle. Yet, in poor weather, the baby Jag reaps all the benefits of having all four tires
sending the power to the tarmac. The X-Type gripped the pavement as well as any Audi, treating
the puddles of water as if they weren't even there. Where the X-Type outshone the German
product was in its suspension control. Two levels of suspension tuning are available, and even
the standard settings are much more sports-oriented than other Jaguar sedans. Cornering is far
flatter, and there's much less jiggling-about when flinging the X-Type into hairpins. The optional
Sport package adds inch wheels, a dynamic stability control system and a slightly stiffer
suspension that's been lowered about 10 mm. Buy it for the included stability system and the
bigger wheels shod with lower-profile tires because the suspension tweaking doesn't make that
much difference. Jaguar may have taken this German influence too far, however. The X-Type's
cabin, like its Teutonic rivals, is spartan, in complete contrast to the traditional warmth of Jag
interiors. Yes, there is wood and leather, but not as much as you'd expect from the company
often described as making automotive accommodations as inviting as a hearth with a blazing
fireplace. The plain-Jane cabin represents a deliberate attempt, says Tivey, to meet the leader in
this class, BMW's 3 Series, head-on. There's lots of amenities arranged in a coolly efficient
interior that reeks of purposefulness, but it lacks the coziness of other Jaguars. If the X-Type
breaks with Jaguar tradition, it has nothing to do with its Ford lineage, but with an interior that
isn't quite as inviting as, say, an XJ8 or even an S-Type. It certainly isn't lacking anything,
though. Bird's-eye maple is standard and the seats are clothed in Jaguar's traditional Connolly
leather. Even the base 2. The steering wheel houses controls for the cruise control as well as
the audio system and optional telephone. It is worth noting that, as in other Jaguars, the CD
player is optional. Standard safety equipment includes antilock brakes, dual-stage front airbags,
front-seat side-impact airbags and side-curtain airbags for the front and rear occupants. These
last are particularly worthwhile, especially for trim somethings as they are well bolstered and
more comfortable than the stock items. In the end, we don't think that the X-Type's price is all
that crucial. Much more important to its success is whether the trendy, affluent buyers accept it
as a Jaguar. It certainly looks the part, what with those beautiful "cat's eyes" headlights and its
great leaping feline hood ornament. But it'll corner with a BMW , accelerate like a Mercedes C
and stick to a wet, slippery road like a quattro-equipped Audi. Sounds like a formula for success
to us. Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Jaguar X-Type. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial

perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Spartan interior design, some less-than-prestigious
Ford-themed switchgear and exterior styling cues, price goes up with options faster than you
can say "Ford Mondeo. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Jaguar beefs up its presence in the luxury category with the
X-Type, a brand-new model that brings the company's range to four. The X-Type is a fresh breed
of cat for the manufacturer: it's Jaguar's first-ever all-wheel-drive vehicle, and it's priced to tap
the entry-luxury segment. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I bought my jaguar a year
ago used from a hometown dealer. The car only had one previous owner and was bought with
78k miles. The car was such a beauty. I'm writing this review to help anyone anyway i can. Read
less. Well it is early, but what a deal. Okay, I was looking for AWD for the snow conditions we
live in. Subaru, Honda, k miles 15 grand plus. I found a Jaguar AWD with 29k miles! Got about
25 mpg fwy, and 19 mountain roads. I never expected to get an older vehicle that is like new!!!
Amazing car for the price. I have owned my jaguar x-type sport, lowered, 3. I have never been let
down once with this car even with k miles, although other reviewers will say different. The only
trick with this car is that it doesn't like to be abused. If you keep everything maintained via
recommendations on foru
2011 toyota camry repair manual
4t60e transmission diagram
chevy s 10 troubleshooting
ms and not the dealership, everything will continue to run smoothly. My X-Type has treated me
very well; power and handling are always there when I need it. On the road, I'm confidant of the
ability to pass someone even if they try to accelerate to close the gap. Sitting in this car, you
really feel at one with the machine as the seat wraps around your body reassuringly, connecting
you with the road as the roar of the engine actually sounds like the primal growl of a wild, angry
jaguar. The steering wheel allows you to feel your way without becoming disconnected from the
road as you do with many luxury cars. We have to remember, to judge this car in the same class
as other high-end cars would be unfair. This is an entry level car delivering above par results.
See all reviews of the Used Jaguar X-Type. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the X-Type. Sign Up.

